Welcome to DataPoint Armenia,
We are super excited for you to join our rapidly growing community, so let's get right into it.

Who Are We?
DataPoint Armenia was created by a group of students and professionals passionate about data
science. We have identified an existing need for data science literacy and utilization in Armenia, and
our aim is to expand awareness, collaboration, and competency in the field to instill a culture of
evidence-based decision-making.

Get Involved!
We are recruiting at DataPoint Armenia. If you'd like to get more involved in the ongoing projects we
have, please fill out this form so that we can gather general information about your interests and skills.
If you haven't already, join our LinkedIn community to stay up to date on our project and networking
opportunities!

Why Should I Join?
Our network consists of driven individuals and eclectic resources that aim to engage and support
professionals and enthusiasts in the field of data science. Through concentrating talent, information,
and activity, the network provides an environment where members can effectively pursue their career
and academic interests while driving the Armenian data science revolution.

Mission
 We strive to accelerate development of data science in Armenia.

Vision
We envision Armenia as a powerhouse of global data science activities and advancements by
● Recognizing the importance and value of information
● Providing quality data science education
● Intelligently using data and computational tools for Armenia's development

Get to know us! Check out some of our members below.

DataPoint Armenia members (from left to right): Lilit Petrosyan, Gevorg Khandamiryan, Daron Assadourian, Manana
Hakobyan, Armen Hovannisian, and Taline Mardirossian interview and engage with Khachatur Grigorian, founder of GG
Laboratories at the University of California, Berkeley.

Join us on LinkedIn & Facebook + Check Out Our Site
If you haven't already, please join our LinkedIn Group, follow our Facebook Page, and explore our
website to stay up-to-date on data science articles, conferences, and to connect with others interested
in the development of Data Science around Armenia.

Share our social media & newsletter with a friend!

What Now?
Expect monthly newsletters that update you on what DataPoint Armenia is doing & with progress on
our mission and vision, recent events about Data Science and Armenians, and suggested educational
material to check out.

But Wait...What's That Awesome Logo!?
What you see is a neural network within Armenia that symbolizes the rapidly growing interest &
connectivity of data science between the country and the rest of the world. Put together, these neurons
do very complex tasks, highlighting our belief that increased collaboration will help coordinate data
science resources available for and within Armenia in the 21st century.

Thank you for reading!
For questions or feedback, please reach out to
datapointarmenia@gmail.com

